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 Appendix C 

Chronological  template  

NAME 
Academic Level (e.g., 1A) and Plan Name | University of Waterloo ID# (co-op résumé only) 

Local Address Website/Social Media Address Permanent Address 
Optional Street Address Phone Optional Street Address 
City, Province, Postal Code  City, Province, Postal Code 
 

OBJECTIVE (optional) 

 Title of position applying for or area of work  

SUMMARY OF QUALIFICATIONS 

 Number of years experience (paid or unpaid) relevant to objective 

 Relevant skills/expertise including where or how the skill or knowledge was developed 

 Relevant training/education/certification  

 Unique personal characteristics and attributes that are relevant to the position  

WORK EXPERIENCE (or section most related to work being sought) 

 
Most Recent Title, Organization, City, Province, Month/Year - Month/Year 

 An accomplishment/task statement relevant to objective, preferably detailing unique actions, beginning with skill 
or achievement action verb (may follow the four components of bulleted statements) 

 An accomplishment/task statement relevant to objective, preferably detailing unique actions, beginning with skill 
or achievement action verb (may follow the four components of bulleted statements) 

 An accomplishment/task statement relevant to objective, preferably detailing unique actions, beginning with skill 
or achievement action verb (may follow the four components of bulleted statements) 

 
Second Recent Title, Organization, City, Province, Month/Year - Month/Year 

 An accomplishment/task statement relevant to objective, preferably detailing unique actions, beginning with skill 
or achievement action verb (may follow the four components of bulleted statements) 

 An accomplishment/task statement relevant to objective, preferably detailing unique actions, beginning with skill 
or achievement action verb (may follow the four components of bulleted statements) 

 An accomplishment/task statement relevant to objective, preferably detailing unique actions, beginning with skill 
or achievement action verb (may follow the four components of bulleted statements) 
 

VOLUNTEER EXPERIENCE (or section next most related to work being sought) 

 
Most Recent Title, Organization, City, Province, Month/Year - Month/Year 

 An accomplishment/task statement relevant to objective, preferably detailing unique actions, beginning with skill 
or achievement action verb (may follow the four components of bulleted statements) 

 An accomplishment/task statement relevant to objective, preferably detailing unique actions, beginning with skill 
or achievement action verb (may follow the four components of bulleted statements) 

 
Second Recent Title, Organization, City, Province, Month/Year - Month/Year 

 An accomplishment/task statement relevant to objective, preferably detailing unique actions, beginning with skill 
or achievement action verb (may follow the four components of bulleted statements) 

 An accomplishment/task statement relevant to objective, preferably detailing unique actions, beginning with skill 
or achievement action verb (may follow the four components of bulleted statements) 
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EDUCATION (or section next most related to work being sought) 

 
Candidate for Degree Name (remove “Candidate for” if completed), Plan, Specialization/Option, Institution, City, 
Province, Start date - present (or completion date) 
 
Relevant Thesis, Project or Assignment Title, Class or Lab, Month/Year - Month/Year 

 An accomplishment/task statement relevant to objective, preferably detailing unique actions, beginning with skill 
or achievement action verb (may follow the four components of bulleted statements) 

 An accomplishment/task statement relevant to objective, preferably detailing unique actions, beginning with skill 
or achievement action verb (may follow the four components of bulleted statements) 

 An accomplishment/task statement relevant to objective, preferably detailing unique actions, beginning with skill 
or achievement action verb (may follow the four components of bulleted statements) 

 
Relevant Thesis, Project or Assignment Title, Class or Lab, Month/Year - Month/Year 

 An accomplishment/task statement relevant to objective, preferably detailing unique actions, beginning with skill 
or achievement action verb (may follow the four components of bulleted statements) 

 An accomplishment/task statement relevant to objective, preferably detailing unique actions, beginning with skill 
or achievement action verb (may follow the four components of bulleted statements) 

 An accomplishment/task statement relevant to objective, preferably detailing unique actions, beginning with skill 
or achievement action verb (may follow the four components of bulleted statements) 
 

Relevant Courses: 3 - 6 related to type of job you are applying for listed by course name, not number 
 
Awards: Name of scholarship or award (may describe if needs explanation), Institution, City, Province, Date 
 
Other Degrees/Diplomas/Certificates/Training (including secondary school if in 1st year of post-secondary studies), 
listed as above with locations and dates and in reverse chronological order 
 

RELEVANT HEADING (or section next most related to work being sought) 

 

 Sample section headings include: Technical Proficiency/Skills, Certifications; Awards and Scholarships; 
Professional Memberships/Associations, Online Groups, Clubs, Languages, Publications) 

 If applicable, include accomplishment/task statement relevant to objective, preferably detailing unique actions, 
beginning with skill or achievement action verb (may follow the four components of bulleted statements) 

 

ACTIVITIES & INTERESTS (or section next most related to work being sought) 

  
Most Recent Position Held, Club/Organization/Team, City, Province, Month/Year - Month/Year  

 If desired, an accomplishment/task statement relevant to objective, preferably detailing unique actions, beginning 
with skill or achievement action verb (may follow the four components of bulleted statements) 
 

2
nd

 Most Recent Position Held, Club/Organization/Team, City, Province, Month/Year - Month/Year  

 If desired, an accomplishment/task statement relevant to objective, preferably detailing unique actions, beginning 
with skill or achievement action verb (may follow the four components of bulleted statements) 

 
List of hobbies and activities that show your knowledge and passion in your field (e.g., social media groups you actively 

participate in, personal projects) 

  


